Family Friendly Festival Fun
“ARRR” is for Adventure
Nautical Nonsense and Sea Shanty Shenanigans are on the horizon!
"ARRR" is the perfect piratical circus show for the family. Combining
contact juggling, prop spinning/manipulation, puppetry and mime,
Pirateman delivers a wonderful adventure based show for the family!
“ARRR” lasts for 45 minutes (or a 20 minute abridged version) and can
be performed on stage or in a street theatre style setting. The show has
gained a 4 star rating at the Adelaide Fringe Festival 2017 (Kryztoff
RAW) and 3½ stars by The West Australian during Fringe World 2016.
"ARRR" is performed across regional WA and locally at festivals
including the Kununurra Show, Esperance Festival of the Wind and
Balingup Medieval Carnival to name a few.

Participatory Pirate Puppet
Adventure (3PA)
A sensory story telling treasure hunting adventure for kids aged 4-8.
3PA is an interactive 20-30 minute show were children engage their
primary 5 senses to discover the secret treasure of adventure!
Children borrow a pirate puppet companion for the adventure (or
provide their own if numbers are too great) that will help them in this
story telling adventure show. As a pirate crew, kids follow a map and
search for clues to overcoming trials by the puppet characters
Pirateman controls. Kids receive a card or a sticker at the end to remind
them of the fantastic adventure they went on and to remind that the
secret treasure of adventure lies within all of us!

Cool tricks with glow sticks
The newest show coming soon from Atmospheric Artistries subtitled as
"The greatest show off the planet”!
Pirateman and a hearty crew of individuals boldly set sail into the far
reaches of space while taking along the audience for a joy ride!
A gallivanting tale with circus spinning, contact juggling/juggling
and flow arts (e.g. the movement of a prop with the body to conduct a
graceful and enticing display) this highly visual and energetic show is
bound to blast off imaginations and encourage kids to pick up a circus
prop hobby.
Given the nature of the show, it is best performed at dusk/night or in a
black box theatre where darkness can be obtained. This performance
can last from 15 minutes to 45 minutes with 1-3 performers.

Corporate/Professional Entertainment
Fire Show
The ‘Ruby Rose’ of the Atmospheric Artistries treasure trove of talents,
performances and acts! A headlining spectacle!
Michael wields 10 different fire tools including a fire contact juggling
ball, fire levitation and illusions, twirling tools and mighty flaming
swords all within this progressive and dangerously enticing display of
coordination, grace and amazement! Michael performs alone or with
other performers for the show, with options for 5 minutes to 15
minutes solo sets or 10 to 20 minute sets in a group performance.
Fire performances can match any themed event with costumes and
musical choreography choices, just let Michael know your themed
event.

LED light Manipulation show
Sometimes fire is not an option at an event! Not to fear, Michael can
still able to leave you dazzled and mesmerised with his LED light
manipulation performance.
LED performances are hypnotically entrancing allowing the audience to
be visually engaged with colour changing and mind bending light
patterns. LED performances include Buugeng (Japanese boomerangs),
twin staff, poi, contact juggling and 3 ball juggling with a few extra
surprises. LED shows are becoming one of Michael’s more popular
corporate options.
LED show are highly recommended for children events too as kids get
involved within Michael's talents without the temptation to go home
and try what they see with fire. Like fire shows, LED shows can last 5-15
minutes solo or 10-20 minutes group set and can cater to suit different
themes.

X (marks the spot)
Pirateman’s most boisterous show guaranteed to please the young at
heart with a naughty mind (18+ ONLY).
Debuting at Fringe World in 2017 and touring Adelaide Fringe and
Busselton Fringe, this one-man cabaret/circus/male burlesque
extravaganza combines all of Pirateman’s talents condense in a 45minute theatrical performance. Prerecorded narrative ties all the acts
together into a nautical story for any type of crowd to get involved with
as they set sail for adventure.
Low levels of nudity and fire/smoke effects are within this show.
Multiple costume changes do occur, so a backstage is needed for this
performance. Pirateman also provides a stage assistant and tech
assistant for the performance to allow for smooth transitions.

Street theatre & roving entertainment
Roving Characters/
entertainment
Atmospheric Artistries provides many different themed characters for
events. From Pirateman’s nautical nonsense and much loved/well
known contact juggling and arm slinky antics to professionally dressed
vintage vaudevillians. Have a look through the attached "Roving
Characters” document for a full list.

Human ARRRcade
Street theatre meets a new level of silliness in epic proportions!
The Human ARRRcade is an interactive puppet show where viewers become “players”. With assistance from video game controllers and a
treasure chest of puppets/toys, player/s determine what happens on
screen.
Human Arcade works well at all day festivals along the side of a street/
walkway or as hourly sessions on a floor stage/play space. A creative
new look on an old school nostalgic way to play

Galactic Glowbox
Combing an old school jukebox with a visually amazing display of LED
circus and flow art manipulation. The Intergalactic Space Crusader’s
Galaxy Glowbox is the newest idea to come from Atmospheric Artistries.
Through the choice of coloured cups audiences can govern what the
Interactive Space Crusader will be performing with (e.g. Staff, Buugeng,
juggling… etc.), what colour the prop is and what style/genre of music
will be played during the short act. The ISC street project can be done
via busking/donation where the crowd will use their own coins to put in
the cups OR special coins can be provided to the crowd so they can put
a token into a cup which will determine what the Interactive Space
Crusader will do

